
Installation

MESH SAFETY POOL COVER

Insert anchors to the hole 
by a hammer  until it is flush 
with the pool deck.

Adjust insert up to 1/2''
with hex key    

Safety Pool Covers   with best combination of abrasion resistance, tear strength, 
tensile strength, awesome water flow property , and excellent transmittance . The 
mesh pool cover provides safety, convenience and energy efficiency to swimming 
pool owners. Covering pool with a safety cover prevents your family members and 
pets from falling into the pool.

A pool safety cover is secured into the deck via straps, springs, and anchors. 
The brass anchors thread up to install the cover and thread down flush into the 
deck when the cover is removed. Installing your own safety pool cover is an easy 
DIY project, and takes only a few hours to complete.

WARNING: Always wear goggles or other appropriate eye protection while 
installing anchors or other pool equipment using power tools.

Drill about 1-5/8'' inches into the 
deck using a rotary hammer drill 
with a 3/4 inch masonry bit. 
Vacuum or flush out the concrete 
dust in the bottom of the hole.

SET ANCHOR

→Insert

After�adjusting the anchors with hex key, Slide the spring onto the end of the rod until it is 
approximately 6" up the end of the rod. Leverage the rod onto the insert and push the spring 
down into position with your shoe (never use your hand).With the spring over the insert, pull 
the rod out. If there is too much tension on the spring, loosen the strap and follow the fastening 
procedures again.

If removing the pool cover,rotate 
tension bar to disassemble springs

FinishSlide spring with tension bar  

How to remove? 

ATTACHING SPRINGS

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3

Pass the strap under the front 
of the spring and through 
the middle of the square ring.

Loop the strap over the top of 
the square ring and back under 
the front of the spring and pull tight.

SQUARE RING
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